The Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel, through the Santa Ysabel Tribal Cannabis Regulatory Agency (TCRA), is temporarily suspending the sales of all vaping products containing cannabis sold at the Mountain Source Cannabis Dispensary, located on the Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel’s Tribal lands in rural east San Diego County.

This action is taken in light of recent news reports alleging that certain medical issues may be linked to the use of vaping products containing nicotine or cannabis. While the TCRA is unaware of any consumers having experienced medical issues as a result of using vaping products previously sold at the Mountain Source Cannabis Dispensary, we take this action in an abundance of caution and concern for the health and safety of the Dispensary’s cannabis consumers. The TCRA shall maintain this suspension on sales until the potential adverse health effects allegedly associated with the use of vaping products have been appropriately identified by health authorities, and mitigated.

The Iipay Nation places the health and safety of the Tribal community and all consumers patronizing the Mountain Source Dispensary above all other considerations, and feels that this action in the best interest of consumer safety. The Santa Ysabel TCRA encourages the State of California, through its cannabis regulatory agencies, such as the Bureau of Cannabis Control, to consider similar action affecting state-licensed cannabis retail establishments in the public health interests of California cannabis consumers.

You can learn more about Iipay Nation TCRA regulations and guidelines for cannabis purchases at the Mountain Source Dispensary at https://sytcra.com.

For additional information please contact TCRA Executive Director Dave Vialpando at (619) 952-5103 or dvialpando@iipaynation-nsn.gov.